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Hans von Carlowitz (1713)
la determinazione esatta della 
resa in legno sostenibile presente 
e futura dei boschi ... uno degli 
elementi più importanti

Alfred Möller (1920)
Perseguire il dauerwald è come 
seguire un sentiero stretto .. Ma 
... un alto obiettivo: l'aumento 
sostenibile della produzione di 
legno nazionale 







Degron et al. 2000
Les forêts lorraines dans la tempête du 26 décembre 1999 : premier bilan

“un fenomeno di portata europea, senza precedenti alla scala dell’epoca contemporanea”

https://journals.openedition.org/rge/4107


Archivi e notizie storiche
• Veneto: Cansiglio: 1709, territorio di Farra, sradicati 23.000 faggi 

e nel 1733 25.000 piante abbattute dal vento; nel Montello oltre 
16.000 roveri nel 1689 (Lazzarini, 2006)

• Francia: 1580-1640, 1710-1770, 1870-1920 (otto disastri solo dal 
1720 al 1760) “la tempesta è un elemento di permanenza storica” 
e “basandosi sulle fonti archivistiche, il verdetto della storia 
smentisce le affermazioni di coloro che, all'indomani del disastro del 
dicembre 1999, hanno insistito sulla natura eccezionale e nuova dei 
rischi legati al vento” (Garnier, 2004) 

• Foresta boema (Germania, Austria, Repubblica Ceca): 1710, 1740, 
1778, 1810-40 “disturbed large areas of forest, most of them 
followed by bark beetle outbreaks” (Brůna et al., 2013)

• Wisconsin (USA): “presettlement survey records” “413 separate 
patches (> 1,0 ha) of complete canopy windthrow” (la più estesa: 
3.785 ha) (circa 1834-1873) (Canham e Loucks 1984)

https://www.academia.edu/8707144/_La_trasformazione_di_un_bosco._Il_Cansiglio_Venezia_e_i_nuovi_usi_del_legno_secoli_XVIII_e_XIX_Isbrec_Belluno_2006_pp._520
http://www1.onf.fr/lire_voir_ecouter/sommaire/editions_onf/++oid++916/++conf++649701528/@@display_media.html?datatype:int=7
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S037811271300385X
https://www.caryinstitute.org/sites/default/files/public/reprints/Canham_and_Loucks_1984_Ecol_65_803-809.pdf


Thorn et al. (2017)
Čada et al. (2016)

Foresta boema
(peccete)

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378112716303036
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378112715007501
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Figure 5. Observed windthrow percentage in 612 stands damaged in Denmark in a 

storm in 1981. Graph redrawn from Lohmander and Helles (1987). 

 
The tree height increase for many species in various parts of Europe, resulting from 
environmental influences, ageing and genetic improvement, will therefore have 
contributed to the increase in vulnerability of European forests to strong winds. 
 
While tree height/tree diameter (H:D) ratio (commonly used as a “stability” indicator) is 
relevant for most conifers, it is generally not for hardwoods, and many of the commonly 
used descriptors in silviculture (e.g. density of the stands, basal area) have no clear 
influence on the level of damage. 
 

Stand Structure 

Stand structure (irregular versus regular stands) has overall no clear influence (Colin et 
al., 2008; Colin et al., 2010; Gardiner et al., 2005). Statistical studies give contradictory 
results and mechanistic approaches are not yet advanced enough to decipher the 
opposing influences involved. 
 

Stand Mixture 

Stand mixture also shows no clear stability effects in the literature. A better 
interpenetration of the crowns, a more complex social structure of the trees within the 
stands, and a better vertical stratification of the root systems are among the 
mechanisms which may be expected to provide a beneficial effect of stand mixture. 
While some authors state that species mixture has a beneficial influence on the overall 
stability of stands (e.g. Slodicák, 1995 ; Schütz et al., 2006) others do not find such 
effects. Some recent studies, based on silvicultural (controlled) experiments (Schelhaas, 
2008b) and evaluations of large scale field studies based on forest inventory data (Colin 
et al., 2008; Colin et al., 2009), do not indicate a clear intrinsic beneficial influence of 
mixture. While it may be advantageous to mix a perceived sensitive species with a more 
resistant one, the resistance of mixed stands broadly has an intermediate resistance in 

Brůna et al., 2013

Danimarca (tempesta del 1981) Foresta Boema

Gardiner et al. (2013)

Altezza: fattore determinante

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S037811271300385X
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/forests/pdf/STORMS%20Final_Report.pdf


Living with Storm Damage to Forests

17

A storm is an atmospheric disturbance manifested in strong winds, of-
ten accompanied by rain, snow, or other precipitation and also by thun-
der and lightning.

Observations across Europe show that disturbance damage to forest has increased mark-

edly in the last few decades (Figure 1). Recent changes in climate are frequently stated 

as a major driving force behind such increases. However, especially for storms it is very 

difficult to statistically prove trends in frequency and severity, because data series are rel-

atively short, usually inhomogeneous, and storms are highly stochastic.

Scientific literature therefore gives a diverse picture for storms: some results indicate 

an increase of maximum gust wind speeds at local level while others show a decrease in 

cyclone frequency over the last few decades. However there is evidence that the actual se-

verity of storms in the wake of climatic changes may increase during the next decades.

Storms are highly stochastic and relatively rare events. It is thus very dif-
ficult to prove trends from short time series of meteorological observa-
tions. There is some evidence that climate change will increase the se-
verity of storms in the next few decades.

Forest management activities can have noticeable influence on forest susceptibility to 

disturbances. Research suggests that forest management may have contributed in the 

same order of magnitude to the disturbances increase in Europe as climate change. In 

particular the steady increase of the forest area and growing stock and the increase of 

the average forest age may have contributed to an increased susceptibility of forests to-

wards storm damage (Figure 2). 

Figure 2. Development of growing stock and damage caused by storms in the period 1950–2010.
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Gardiner et al. (2013)

Europa: volumi legnosi e danni da vento

https://www.efi.int/publications-bank/living-storm-damage-forests


Natura 2000 e schianti nel Veneto
• 27 siti Natura 2000, circa 

5.000 ha
• 39 specie di interesse 

comunitario il cui habitat è 
potenzialmente trasformato

• 8 tipi di habitat
maggiormente interessati

• L'ordinanza P.C. n. 558/18  
ha derogato per 12 mesi, in 
10 regioni e 2 province a 
statuto speciale, «a quanto 
disposto dalle misure di 
conservazione vigenti», per 
gli «interventi di rimozione 
degli alberi abbattuti o 
ammalorati e del materiale 
vegetale» giudicati necessari
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2010). Not surprisingly, particularly dead-wood habitat features are seriously reduced in 

their amount (Priewasser et al., 2013) and altered in their distribution of decay stages 

(Waldron et al., 2013). 

 
Figure 1: Post-disturbance salvage logging (PL) is commonly applied and leads to changes 

in abiotic and biotic components of various forest ecosystems worldwide (as highlighted 

by the studies illustrated in panels a-l). Study locations also highlight major study sites that 

contributed data to the meta-analysis presented in this thesis (Article I). 

 

 Positive effects of natural disturbances to forest biota strongly depend on 

disturbance-created biological legacies (see chapter 1.2). Controversially, salvage logging 

typically alters or removes those legacies. For instance, salvage logging after windstorm 

removes the storm-created pit and mount system, leading to homogenized structures, 

altered microsite diversity, and altered assemblages of vascular plants (Waldron et al., 

2013, 2014). Further, salvage logging after wildfire can reduce overall snag abundance and 

Thorn et al.
2018 

https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1365-2664.12945
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1365-2664.12945




• Possibili soluzioni, paradossalmente!

• Large clearcuts would reduce the 
length of exposed perimeter for a given 
area cut (Savill 1983)

• Smith et al. (1987) recommend that 
peatland black spruce (...) be harvested 
before they reach 20 or 21 m (rotation 
period)

• In an extensive silviculture context, 
relying on large clearcuts as the main 
harvesting method, windthrow 
remains a minor concern (Ruel 1995)

• From recent storm damage the success 
of aiming to always locate the oldest 
stands in downwind positions by 
means of long-term “intelligent” 
cutting regimes appears to be very 
limited                        (Gardiner et al. 
2013)

piani di assestamento e schianti nel Veneto

http://www.clearcutoregon.com/

https://pubs.cif-ifc.org/doi/pdf/10.5558/tfc71434-4
https://www.efi.int/publications-bank/living-storm-damage-forests
http://www.clearcutoregon.com/


https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfp/publications/00179/fnltext.htm

https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfp/publications/00179/fnltext.htm

